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1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1  This report alerts Members to a Transport Select Committee inquiry to examine 

the longer-term implications of the coronavirus pandemic on the transport sector. 
The inquiry will take a holistic look at how public transport has changed, or may 
change, as a result of the pandemic, the implications these changes raise for the 
UK Government’s transport strategies and the reforms that would support a better, 
more sustainable transport system for the longer-term. 

 
1.2  The deadline for submitting responses is 24 September 2020. Earlier drafts of the 

response have been shared with the Chair and Vice-Chair of this Committee, to 
help minimise the number of changes that may need to be made prior to final 
submission, later today.  Delegated authority is therefore sought to allow the 
Combined Authority’s Assistant Director of Policy and Strategic Commissioning, in 
conjunction with the Chair of the Transport Committee, to agree the final version of 
the response. 
 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

It is recommended that the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority Transport 
Committee: 

 
(a)  consider and comment on the draft written evidence submission to the 

Transport Select Committee Call for Evidence as appended to this report; 
and  

 
(b)  grant delegated authority to the Assistant Director of Policy and Strategic 

Commissioning, in conjunction with the Chair of the Transport Committee, 
to agree the finalised response for submission on behalf of the Liverpool 
City Region Combined Authority before close of play today. 

 
 



3. BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 The coronavirus pandemic has had a profound impact across the transport 

system. Passenger demand across modes of public transport plummeted 
nationally during the lockdown and is slowly recovering, threatening the financial 
viability of many operators, especially while social distancing remains in place. 

 
3.2 The pandemic has resulted in more people working from home, shopping online 

and choosing to walk, cycle or drive, rather than catch a bus or train, and there is a 
risk that these changes to work, travel and consumer behaviour could become 
embedded, and as such the actions of central and local government in response to 
the crisis can influence on how people choose to travel in the longer-term. 

  
3.3 If approached in the right way, it is suggested that the pandemic could provide a 

unique opportunity to build a better, more sustainable transport system, which 
helps to meet the Government’s target to achieve net zero carbon dioxide 
emissions by 2050.  

 
3.4 The Transport Select Committee is asking for written evidence on the extent that 

the coronavirus pandemic could, and should, be used as an opportunity to reform 
public transport for the longer-term. The full call can be viewed at  
https://committees.parliament.uk/call-for-evidence/213/reforming-public-transport-
after-the-pandemic/ - the Committee are particularly interested in the long term-
term implications of the pandemic for:  
 
● the use of public transport and the way that people choose to travel, both 

locally and for longer domestic journeys; 
 
● central and local governmental transport priorities and finances and 

funding for transport; 
 
● the devolution of transport policy-making responsibilities and powers;  
 
● the resilience of the transport system for future crises; 
 
● the decarbonisation of transport and the capability to meet net zero carbon 

emissions targets by 2050; 
 
● innovation and technological reform within transport. 

 
3.5 The Liverpool City Region’s proposed written evidence submission is appended to 

this report. It focuses on the need for sustainable funding levels to be available 
and fully devolved to Combined Authority areas alongside positive messaging 
promoting the use of public transport over the private car, which accords with 
meeting both the Government’s and the Liverpool City Regions’ zero carbon 
targets. This aspect will involve a comprehensive approach to win back 
passengers to public transport (as far as social distancing allows) alongside 
important conversations regarding affordability value for money, car restraint and 
discouragement. 

 
 
 

https://committees.parliament.uk/call-for-evidence/213/reforming-public-transport-after-the-pandemic/
https://committees.parliament.uk/call-for-evidence/213/reforming-public-transport-after-the-pandemic/


3.6 In terms of bus, the key messages are: 
 

● Devolving bus funding support to Combined Authorities with accountable 
metro mayors, including reforms to the Bus Service Operator’s Grant  

 
● Additional revenue support to sustain services  
 
● Funding certainty through recovery – 12-24 months 
 
● Bus reform – practical and financial support for the Liverpool City Region’s 

preferred option, with a focus on the vision for bus  
 
● Green bus routes – more funding to do more – in line with the national bus 

strategy A Better Deal for Bus Users 
 
● The development and deployment of hydrogen buses 

 
3.7 Key messages with respect to rail also focus primarily on promoting the economic 

benefits to the City Region of full HS2 and Northern Powerhouse Rail, coupled 
with the need for investment in both Lime Street and Liverpool Central stations. 

 
 
4. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 
4.1 Financial 
 
 None directly as a result of this report 
 
4.2 Human Resources 
 
 None directly as a result of this report 
 
4.3 Physical Assets 
 
 None directly as a result of this report 
 
4.4 Information Technology 
 
 None directly as a result of this report 
 
 
5. RISKS AND MITIGATION 
 
 None directly as a result of this report 
 
 
6. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
 None directly as a result of this report 
 
 
 



7. PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS 
 
 None directly as a result of this report 

 
 
 
8. COMMUNICATION ISSUES 
 
 None directly as a result of this report 
 
 
9. CONCLUSION 
 
 The written response appended to this report sets out the Liverpool City Region’s 

position on the priorities and opportunities, post-Covid, to build a better, more 
sustainable transport system.  

 
 

AILEEN JONES 
Assistant Director of Policy and Strategic Commissioning 

 
 

Contact Officer(s): 
Suzanne Cain, Transport Policy Coordinator 
 
Appendices: 
Appendix One – Reforming public transport after the pandemic: Liverpool City Region  
Written Evidence Submission 
 
Background Documents:  
None 
 
 


